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Abstract
The synthesis and characterisation of a new set of azobenzene-based nonsymmetric liquid crystal dimers, the 1-(4-substitutedazobenzene-4’-yloxy)-6-(4methoxybiphenyl-4’-yl)hexanes (MeOB6OABX), that exhibit the twist-bend
nematic phase, NTB, is described. The terminal substituents are methyl, methoxy,
ethyl, butyl, butoxy, and nitrile. All six dimers exhibit both the NTB and
conventional nematic, N, phases. The identification of the NTB phase was
performed using polarised light microscopy and confirmed for binary mixtures
with a standard twist-bend nematogen 1,7-bis-4-(4’-cyanobiphenyl) heptane
(CB7CB). The transitional behaviour of the MeOB6OABX dimers is compared
with that of the corresponding ether-linked 1-(4-substitutedazobenzene-4’yloxy)-6-(4-methoxybiphenyl-4’-yloxy)pentanes, MeOBO5OABX, all of which
exhibit a conventional nematic phase. In addition, the nitrile-substituted
MeOBO5OABCN shows the NTB phase. The behaviour of these nonsymmetric
dimers is also compared to that of the corresponding symmetric dimers.
Differences in the transitional properties between these sets of new materials
are accounted for in terms of not only molecular shape but also other factors
including the strength of the mixed mesogen interaction.
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Introduction
The twist-bend nematic (NTB) phase is fascinating for many reasons but not least
for the observation of spontaneous chirality in a system consisting of achiral
molecules [1]. In the NTB phase, the director forms a conical helix in which it is
tilted with respect to the helical axis, with doubly degenerate domains of
opposite handedness. Meyer first predicted the NTB phase for a system
consisting of polar molecules in which interactions between the particles
induced bend deformations [2]. Almost twenty years later and independently,
Dozov predicted the existence of the NTB phase using a model based on the
proposal that bent molecules have a natural tendency to pack into bent
structures [3]. However, pure uniform bend in space is not allowed and so the
director bend must be accompanied by other local deformations of the director,
namely, twist or splay, giving rise to the twist-bend or splay-bend nematic phase,
respectively. Thus in Dozov’s model it is the bent shape of the molecules that
drives the formation of the NTB phase and this is accounted for in terms of
anomalously low bend elastic constants in such systems [3].
A decade after Dozov’s seminal paper [3], the NTB phase was discovered
by Cestari et al for 1,7-bis-4-(4’-cyanobiphenyl) heptane, CB7CB [4],
NC

(CH2)7

CN

and the assignment confirmed initially using freeze fracture transmission
electron microscopy [5, 6] and more recently by resonant X-ray scattering [7].
The helical pitch length in the NTB phase was found to be strikingly small,
typically around 10 nm, which corresponds to just 3-4 molecular distances [5-7].
Although Cestari et al reported the first unambiguous identification of the NTB
phase [4], there exist earlier accounts of nematic-nematic transitions which, with
hindsight, are nematic (N) – NTB transitions (see, for example, [8, 9]). Dozov, as
part of the same work, also predicted the formation of heliconical smectic phases
by systems consisting of achiral bent molecules and these have recently also
been discovered [10, 11].
CB7CB [4] and, indeed, the other early examples of twist-bend
nematogens [8, 9] belong to a class of mesogenic materials known as liquid
crystal dimers that consist of molecules containing two mesogenic groups
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attached through a flexible spacer, most commonly an alkyl chain [12, 13]. The
transitional properties of liquid crystal dimers are strongly dependent on the
length and parity of the spacer, and in a manner strongly reminiscent of the
behaviour of semi-flexible main–chain liquid crystal polymers. Indeed, the early
interest in this class of low molar mass liquid crystals stemmed from their
potential to serve as model compounds not only for main-chain [14] but also for
side-chain liquid crystal polymers [15]. It soon became apparent, however, that
liquid crystal dimers were of significant fundamental interest in their own right
and proved to be a rich vein for the discovery of new types of smectic phases,
most notably intercalated phases [16-19]. The pronounced alternation in the
transitional properties of a homologous series of dimers observed on varying the
parity of the spacer is most often accounted for in terms of the different shapes
of the molecules having odd or even membered spacers and their associated
conformational distributions [13]. Specifically, dimers containing an evenmembered spacer are, on average, linear whereas those with an odd-membered
spacer are bent. Furthermore, the nature of the link between the spacer and
mesogenic units plays a critical role in determining the extent of the molecular
curvature, and methylene-linked dimers are more strongly bent than their etherlinked counterparts [20, 21].
There are now a relatively large, and growing, number of twist-bend
nematogens reported in the literature, the majority of which are odd-membered
methylene-linked liquid crystal dimers (see, for example, [22-28]) although
other linkages have been used (see, for example, [29-42]). Other types of
structure known to exhibit the NTB phase include semi-flexible bent core liquid
crystals [43, 44], higher oligomers [45-49] and hydrogen-bonded structures [5052]. The common structural feature connecting these various materials is a bent
molecular shape and this appears to be a prerequisite for the observation of the
NTB phase. [29, 41, 53-56]. These bent molecular shapes also give rise to
conventional nematic phases having anomalously low bend elastic constants [5,
57, 58] and such materials may be exploited in new applications [59-62]. The NTB
phase is normally preceded by a conventional N phase but this is not always the
case and direct NTB-I transitions have been observed for dimers having short
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odd-membered spacers [34, 35] and also for a dimer doped with a highly chiral
compound [63].
Although a relatively large number of twist-bend nematogens have now
been reported, we are still at an early stage of establishing and understanding
structure-property relationships in this class of materials. We have recently
reported the transitional behaviour of the 1-(4-substitutedazobenzene-4’-yloxy)6-(4-cyanobiphenyl-4’-yl)hexanes [64],
NC

(CH2)6O

N
N

X

X = Me, OMe, Bu, OBu, CN, NO2

and referred to them using the acronym CB6OABX in which CB and AB refer to
the cyanobiphenyl and azobenzene moieties, respectively, and 6O the hexyloxy
spacer. All six dimers exhibited the NTB phase and there appeared to be no simple
correlation between the electronic properties of the mesogenic units and the
formation of the NTB phase. In order to extend this study and better understand
the relationships between structure and the formation of the NTB phase, here we
report the synthesis and characterisation of the closely structurally related 1-(4substitutedazobenzene-4’-yloxy)-6-(4-methoxybiphenyl-4’-yl)hexanes,
MeO

(CH2)6O

N
N

X

X = Me, OMe, Et, Bu, OBu, CN

and by analogy described these dimers using the acronym MeOB6OABX in which
MeOB denotes methoxy biphenyl. We have focussed on this structure because
azobenzene-based liquid crystals are an important class of photoresponsive
materials [65-68]. Indeed, we have shown that for CB6OABOBu an isothermal,
reversible NTB-N transition may be driven photolytically [69-71]. Such
investigations, however, are outwith the scope of the present study which is
focussed solely on establishing and understanding structure-property
relationships for this set of dimers. In order to achieve this goal, we compare the
properties of the MeOB6OABX dimers to those of the corresponding dimers in
which the methylene link has been replaced by an ether link, the 1-(4substitutedazobenzene-4’-yloxy)-6-(4-methoxybiphenyl-4’-yloxy)pentanes,
MeOBO5OABX,
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MeO

O(CH2)5O

N
N

X

X = Me, OMe, Et, Bu, OBu, CN

The transitional properties of these two sets of nonsymmetric dimers are further
compared to those of the corresponding symmetric dimers, the 1,5-bis(4substitutedazobenzene-4’-yloxy)pentanes, XABO5OABX, [64]
X

N
N

O(CH2)5O

N
N

X

X = Me, OMe, Et, Bu, OBu, CN

,

CB7CB [4, 36] and 1,7-bis(4-methoxybihenyl-4’-yl)heptane, MeOB7BOMe
MeO

(CH2)7

OMe

.

Experimental
Synthesis
The synthetic routes used to obtain the MeOB6OABX and MeOBO5OABX dimers
are shown in Scheme 1. The synthesis and characterisation of the XABO5OABX
dimers have been reported previously [64] with the exception of EtABO5OABEt
which was prepared by the reaction of 4-hydroxy-4’-ethylazobenzene with 1,5dibromopentane. The syntheses of 4’-hydroxy-4-methoxybiphenyl (4), 1-{4-[(5bromopentyl)oxy]phenyl}-4-methoxybenzene (5) [72] and the 4-hydroxy-4’substitutedazobenzenes (3) have been described elsewhere [73-77]. Full
synthetic descriptions and structural characterisation data for all the final
products and new intermediates are given in the associated supplementary
information.
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Scheme 1. Syntheses of the MeOB6OABX and MeOBO5OABX dimers.
Phase Diagrams
To confirm phase assignments a number of phase diagrams were constructed.
Binary mixtures of selected dimers were prepared by codissolving preweighed
amounts of the appropriate dimers in dichloromethane and the solvent allowed
to slowly evaporate at room temperature. Each mixture was further dried under
vacuum at 50 ˚C overnight.
Thermal Characterisation
The phase behaviour of the dimers and their mixtures was studied by differential
scanning calorimetry using a Mettler-Toledo DSC820 fitted with an intracooler
and calibrated using indium and zinc as standards. Heating and cooling rates
were 10 ˚C min-1 and all samples were measured under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Transition temperatures and associated enthalpy changes were extracted from
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the second heating trace unless otherwise noted. For each sample, two aliquots
were measured and the data listed are the average of the two sets of data. Phase
assignments were made using polarised light microscopy using an Olympus BH2
microscope equipped with a Linkam TMHS 600 heating stage. All the microscopy
studies of the azobenzene-based materials were performed using a 50.8 mm
square longpass filter with a 495 nm cut-off (Edmund Optics) in order to prevent
the photoisomerisation of the azobenzene moiety.
Molecular Modelling
The geometric parameters and electronic properties of the dimers were
calculated using quantum mechanical density functional theory [78]. Geometric
optimisation of the dimers with the spacer in the all-trans conformation was
performed using Gaussian G09W at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The alltrans conformers were exclusively selected for reasons to be discussed later.
Visualisation of space-filling models of the output post-optimisation was
performed using QuteMol [79], and Gaussview 5 was used for the visualisation of
electrostatic potential isosurfaces, ball-and-stick models and dipole moments
[80].

Results and Discussion
MeOB6OABX dimers
The transitional properties of the MeOB6OABX dimers are listed in Table 1. All
the dimers exhibit a monotropic conventional nematic (N) phase with the
exception of MeOB6OABCN for which an enantiotropic N phase is observed.
Throughout this study conventional N phases have been assigned on the basis of
the observation of a characteristic Schlieren optical texture containing both two
and four brush point singularities when viewed through the polarising light
microscope, and which flashed when subjected to mechanical stress. A
representative nematic Schlieren optical texture is shown as Figure 1(a). The
associated entropy changes are wholly consistent with these nematic-isotropic
assignments [38, 64]. On cooling the higher temperature N phase of
MeOB6OABCN, a blocky texture developed characteristic of the NTB phase, see
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Figure 1(b). In addition, the N-NTB transition was accompanied by the cessation
of the optical flickering associated with the fluctuations of the director in the
conventional nematic phase. The entropy change associated with the N-NTB
transition is small and consistent with the relatively long temperature range of
the conventional N phase [36]. Bulk samples of the N phases of the remaining
MeOB6OABX dimers simply crystallised on cooling. It was possible, however, to
supercool isolated drops of each dimer to lower temperatures and the Schlieren
nematic texture changed to give a combination of focal conic fans and rope-like
textures characteristic of the NTB phase. These transitions were also
accompanied by the cessation of the optical flickering characteristic of the higher
temperature conventional N phase. The monotropic nature of the twist-bend
nematic phases precluded their study using X-ray diffraction and so the phase
assignments were confirmed by miscibility studies. For these studies CB7CB [4,
36] was chosen as the standard twist-bend nematogen. For example, Figure 2
shows the phase diagram constructed for binary mixtures of MeOB6OABOMe
and CB7CB, and complete miscibility is observed between the two dimers over
the entire compositional range. Each binary mixture exhibited NTB and N phases,
and these were characterised on the basis of the observation of characteristic
optical textures. In addition, the NTB-N transition temperature (TNTBN) measured
for supercooled isolated drops of MeOB6OABOMe is in excellent agreement with
the extrapolated value based on the transition temperatures observed for the
mixtures. On increasing the amount of MeOB6OABOMe in the mixtures, TNI
increases in essentially a linear manner. By comparison, TNTBN decreases and the
NTB-N phase boundary shows a small but consistent positive deviation from
linear behaviour. Similar behaviour is seen in Figure 3 for the phase diagram of
binary mixtures of MeOB6OABEt and CB7CB although the much lower TNI of
MeOB6OABEt compared to MeOB6OABOMe gives an increasing linear N-I phase
boundary. Within the framework of a molecular field theory developed to
predict phase diagrams for binary mixtures of nematics [81], the linear
dependence of TNI on composition seen in both Figures 2 and 3 suggests that the
intermolecular energy parameter between the unlike species is the geometric
mean of the interaction parameters between the like species. It would be
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tempting to account for the upward curvature seen for the TNTBN line in Figures 2
and 3 in terms of a specific interaction between the unlike mesogenic groups
[17]. However, such an interaction would normally give rise to a concurrent
upward curvature in the TNI line and this is not observed. Instead, it has been
suggested that the difference in shapes between the two components may be at
the root of the enhanced NTB behaviour seen in mixtures such as these [36].
Specifically, the transitional properties of methylene- and ether-linked dimers
may be understood in terms of the bond angle between the para axis of the
mesogenic unit and the first bond in the spacer [82-84]. For methylene-linked
dimers this bond angle is 113.5˚ and for an ether link 126.4˚. This larger bond
angle for the ether-link gives a more linear structure than for a methylene link.
The upward curvature of the TNTBN line may be associated with an enhanced
ability of the molecules in the mixtures to pack into a locally intercalated
arrangement facilitated by the more linear ether-linked fragment. Such an
intercalated packing arrangement is commonly observed in both the NTB and
preceding N phases [36] although the physical significance of this observation in
terms of the stabilisation the NTB phase has recently been questioned [55].

(a)

Figure 1.

(b)

(a) The Schlieren texture of the nematic phase (T=109 °C), and (b)

the blocky texture of the twist-bend nematic phase (T=106 °C) for
MeOB6OABCN. The textures are of approximately the same region of the slide.
The scale bars represent 50 µm.
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Table 1.

Transitional properties of the MeOB6OABX dimers. (Cr, crystal;

NTB, twist-bend nematic; N, nematic; I, isotropic).
X

TCrI/˚C

TNTBN/˚C

TNI/˚C

aT
CrN/˚C

∆HCrI

*∆HNI

a∆H
CrN

/kJ mol-1

∆SNI/R

/kJ mol-1
Me

131.2

73.4

122.5

45.86

0.81

0.25

MeO

154.3

94.9

151.1

65.00

1.22

0.35

Et

119.4

66.9

112.1

42.75

0.54

0.17

Bu

111.9

71.3

109.0

46.16

0.62

0.20

BuO

148.1

93.6

140.8

55.61

0.88

0.26

CN

a132.3

b107.7

159.9

a47.19

0.94

0.26

*Exotherms associated with the N-I transition have been measured on cooling
with the exception of that for MeOB6OABCN. The corresponding transition
temperatures have been measured on heating using the polarising light
microscope.
b∆H
NTBN=0.15

kJ mol-1; ∆SNTBN/R=0.05.
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Figure 2.

Phase diagram constructed for binary mixtures of CB7CB and

MeOB6OABOMe. Triangles represent N-I transition temperatures and squares
twist-bend nematic-nematic transition temperatures. The broken line connects
the melting points.
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Figure 3.

Phase diagram constructed for binary mixtures of CB7CB and

MeOB6OABEt. Triangles represent N-I transition temperatures and squares
twist-bend nematic-nematic transition temperatures. The broken line connects
the melting points.
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MeOBO5OABX dimers
The transitional properties of the MeOBO5OABX dimers are listed in Table 2.
MeOBO5OABOMe and MeOBO5OABCN exhibit enantiotropic nematic phases and
the remaining dimers are monotropic nematogens. The nematic phases were
identified on the basis of the characteristic Schlieren textures observed as
described earlier. The entropy changes associated with these N-I transitions are
wholly consistent with this phase assignment [85, 86]. On cooling isolated
droplets of MeOBO5OABCN, the Schlieren nematic texture changed to give a fanlike texture suggesting a strongly monotropic twist-bend nematic phase, see
Figure 4. To confirm this assignment a phase diagram was constructed for binary
mixtures of MeOBO5OABCN and CB7CB, see Figure 5. All the binary mixtures
exhibited a higher temperature conventional N phase and on cooling, an NTB
phase. The optical textures observed for the 60 mol% mixture of MeOBO5OABCN
with CB7CB are shown in Figure 6. Complete miscibility was observed for the N
and NTB phase across the whole composition range. In addition, the TNTBN
measured for supercooled isolated drops of MeOBO5OABCN is in excellent
agreement with the extrapolated value based on the transition temperatures
observed for the mixtures. The TNI and TNTBN lines both show an upward
curvature unlike the behaviour seen in Figures 2 and 3. This suggests that the
intermolecular energy parameter between the unlike species in this mixture is
greater than the geometric mean of the interaction parameters between the like
species [81].
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Table 2.

Transitional properties of the MeOBO5OABX dimers. (Cr, crystal;

NTB, twist-bend nematic; N, nematic; I, isotropic).
X

TCrI/˚C

TNTBN/˚C

TNI/˚C

aT
CrN/˚C

∆HCrI

*∆HNI

a∆H
CrN

/kJ mol-1

∆SNI/R

/kJ mol-1
Me

169.4

159.7

70.63

1.56

0.44

MeO

a186.5

188.3

a77.66

2.18

0.57

Et

160.4

150.4

56.03

b-

-

Bu

150.9

146.4

60.98

1.12

0.32

BuO

179.8

171.2

76.38

1.78

0.48

CN

a180.1

192.4

a62.92

1.62

0.42

91.6

*Exotherms associated with the N-I transition have been measured on cooling
with the exception of that for MeOBO5OABCN. The corresponding transition
temperatures have been measured on heating using the polarising light
microscope. bCrystallisation precluded the measurement of the enthalpy change
associated with the N-I transition for MeOBO5OABEt.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.

(a) The Schlieren texture of the nematic phase (T=99 °C), and (b)

the fan texture of the twist-bend nematic phase (T=88 °C) for MeOBO5OABCN.
The textures are of approximately the same region of the slide. The scale bars
represent 50 µm.
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Figure 5.

Phase diagram constructed for binary mixtures of CB7CB and

MeOBO5OABCN. Triangles represent N-I transition temperatures and squares
twist-bend nematic-nematic transition temperatures. The broken line connects
the melting points.

(a)

Figure 6.

(b)

(a) The Schlieren texture of the nematic phase (T=109 °C), and (b)

the blocky texture of the twist-bend nematic phase (T=103 °C) for a 60 mol%
mixture of MeOBO5OABCN with CB7CB. The textures are of approximately the
same region of the slide. The scale bars represent 50 µm.
Comparison of the MeOB6OABX and MeOBO5OABX dimers
Comparing the melting points of the MeOB6OABX dimers with those of the
MeOBO5OABX dimers reveals an increase on replacing a methylene-link by an
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ether-link ranging from 31.7˚C for X=BuO to 41˚C for X=Et. These increases
presumably reflect the more linear shape of the MeOBO5OABX dimers allowing
for a greater packing efficiency in the crystal phase coupled with stronger
intermolecular interactions arising from the ether-link.
The values of TNI for the MeOBO5OABX dimers are also higher than the
MeOB6OABX dimers. The differences range fom 30.4˚C for X=BuO to 38.3˚C for
X=Et. These are typical values observed for the change in TNI on replacing a
methylene-link by an ether-link in similar materials [64]. The nematic-isotropic
entropy changes (∆SNI/R) are also higher for the MeOBO5OABX dimers than for
the MeOB6OABX dimers. These increases in both TNI and ∆SNI/R on replacing a
methylene- by an ether-link in odd-membered liquid crystal dimes are wholly
consistent with the predictions of the theoretical model developed by Luckhurst
and coworkers referred to earlier [82-84]. The difference in molecular curvature
between corresponding MeOB6OABX and MeOBO5OABX dimers arising from the
larger bond angle associated with an ether-link compared to a methylene-link is
immediately apparent in Figure 7 which shows space filling models of
MeOB6OABCN and MeOBO5OABCN in the all-trans conformation. We should
note that, as for other structurally similar dimers [29, 36, 38, 64], in the
calculated ground state of these dimers in vacuo, the O-C-C-C dihedral adopts a
gauche conformation. However, the energy difference between the calculated
ground state and all-trans conformation is small, of the order of 1 kJ mol-1, and
presumably will be very different in an ordered liquid crystal environment which
will preferentially select more linear conformations [87]. For this reason we
consider the all-trans conformation a better representation of the average
molecular shape when discussing the transitional behaviour of these and similar
dimers.
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Figure 7.

The electrostatic potential isosurfaces with an isovalue of 0.0004

(top), space filling (middle) and ball-and-stick models showing the molecular
dipole moment (bottom) for the all trans conformations of (a) MeOB6OABCN, (b)
MeOBO5OABCN, (c) CNABO5OABCN and (d)MeOB7BOMe. The lengths of the
arrows indicating the dipole moments are not to scale.

We now turn our attention to the differences observed within each series
on varying the terminal group. For the MeOB6OABX dimers the efficiency of the
terminal group X in promoting TNI is:
CN > OMe > OBu > Me > Et > Bu
and the same order was found for the CB6OABX dimers [64]. The corresponding
order for the MeOBO5OABX dimers is identical and observed also for the
CBO5OABX dimers [64]. This order for all four sets of dimers may be accounted
for in terms of the changes in the average molecular shape [88-90] and the
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strength of the mixed mesogen interaction [19, 91, 92] on varying X. We have
shown previously that there is no simple relationship between the electronic
distribution within the OABX mesogenic units in non-symmetric dimers and TNI
[64].
The nematic-isotropic transition temperatures of the non-symmetric
dimers may be compared to the average of those of the parent symmetric dimers
in order to assess the importance of the mixed mesogenic unit interaction in
determining their phase behaviour. This comparison is normally expressed in
terms of a scaled deviation, ∆TSC, given by [17]:
∆𝑇!" =

!!!" ! !! !!!
!! !!!

(1)

where TAB is the TNI of the non-symmetric dimer, and TA and TB those of the
corresponding symmetric dimers. The transitional properties of the XABO5OABX
dimers have been reported elsewhere [64] with the exception of EtABO5OABEt
which exhibits a monotropic nematic phase assigned on the basis of the
observation of a characteristic Schlieren nematic texture; the associated
transitional properties are:
Cr 166.8˚C (∆HCrI=57.44 kJ mol-1) N 146.1˚C (∆HNI=1.21 kJ mol-1; ∆SNI/R=0.35) I.
To calculate ∆TSC for the MeOB6OABX and MeOBO5OABX dimers, we also require
the transition temperatures of MeOB7BOMe and MeOBO5OBOMe, respectively.
MeOB7BOMe melts directly into the isotropic phase at 154.1˚C. The isotropic
liquid may be supercooled to 120˚C prior to crystallisation but without the
observation of liquid crystallinity. MeOB7BOMe is only poorly soluble and it was
not possible to construct a binary phase diagram with CB7CB in order to obtain
virtual transition temperatures. However, we succeeded in preparing a
homogeneous approximately equimolar mixture of the two components and this
showed a NTB-N transition at 93.9˚C and TNI at 106.0˚C. The N and NTB phases
were assigned on the basis of the optical textures observed for isolated droplets,
see Figure 8. If we assume a linear dependence of both TNTBN and TNI on
composition then the extrapolated values of TNTBN and TNI for MeOB7BOMe are
86˚C and 97˚C, respectively. It may normally be considered unwise to extrapolate
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virtual transition temperatures using data for just a single mixture but we note
that the temperatures obtained in this case closely follow the trends in behaviour
observed for structurally similar materials on exchanging cyano and methoxy
groups [38]. Specifically, on passing from CB7CB to MeOB7BOMe we see
reductions in both TNTBN and TNI of 17.6˚C and 19.1˚C, respectively, and on
changing CB6OCB to MeOB6OBOMe the reductions are 10˚C and 22˚C,
respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.

(a) The nematic Schlieren texture (T=100˚C) and (b) the polygonal

texture of the twist-bend nematic phase (T=93˚C) shown by a binary mixture of
MeOB7BOMe and CB7CB containing 52 mol% MeOB7BOMe. Images represent
the same approximate region. Scale bar represents 50 µm.
MeOBO5OBOMe also melts directly into the isotropic phase at 208.7˚C.
Isolated droplets of the isotropic liquid can be supercooled to 130˚C prior to
crystallisation and without the observation of liquid crystalline behaviour.
MeOBO5OBOMe is a very insoluble material and it was not possible to prepare
homogeneous mixtures of this with CB7CB in order to estimate a virtual TNI. The
discussion of the scaled deviations, ∆TSC, is restricted therefore to those of the
MeOB6OABX dimers and these are listed in Table 3. Negative values of ∆TSC are
observed for these dimers with the exception of MeOB6OABOMe for which a
positive value is seen. This behaviour contrasts with that seen for the CB6OABX
dimers for which a negative value of ∆TSC is seen only for CB6OABBu, see Table 3.
The value of ∆TSC for the MeOB6OABX dimers decreases in the order:
OMe > OBu > CN > Me > Et > Bu
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and this trend is similar to that seen for TNI with the exception of MeOB6OABCN
which shows the highest value of TNI. This trend in ∆TSC is also similar to that
seen for the CB6OABX dimers except the positions of OBu and CN are inverted.

Table 3.

The values of ∆TSC, defined in equation 1, and expressed as a

percentage for the MeOB6OABX dimers. Also listed are the ∆TSC values for the
CB6OABX dimers taken from [64].
X

MeOB6OABX

CB6OABX

∆TSC / %

∆TSC / %

Me

-1.98

0

MeO

0.86

1.86

Et

-2.40

*-

Bu

-2.80

-1.12

BuO

-0.29

0.59

CN

-1.50

1.56

NO2

*-

1.56

* Dimers not prepared.

The values of ∆TSC may be interpreted within the framework of the
molecular field theory developed to predict phase diagrams for binary mixtures
of nematics and referred to earlier [81]. This model considers three
intermolecular interaction parameters; specifically, two between like species, εAA
and εBB, and one representing the interaction between the unlike mesogens, εAB.
The model predicts that when εAB is the geometric mean of εAA and εBB then the
transition temperatures of the binary mixtures are simply the weighted averages
of those of the pure components, and a linear dependence of TNI on composition
is observed giving ∆TSC=0. Such behaviour is described as being ideal and
deviations from it are observed when εAB is allowed to deviate from being the
geometric mean of εAA and εBB. If εAB is greater than the geometric mean of εAA
and εBB, then the TNI line is curved and lies above the straight line representing
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ideal behaviour and ∆TSC>0. Conversely, a negative deviation in εAB gives a curved
TNI line lying below the ideal line and ∆TSC<0. Even small deviations in εAB of
1.85% give rise to a curved N-I phase boundary on the phase diagram.
Returning to the values of ∆TSC listed in Table 3 for the MeOB6OABX
dimers, we note that these are all relatively small. The negative values may be
accounted for in terms of the mixed mesogen interaction being less favourable
than the geometric mean of the interactions between the like mesogens, and
mixing is presumably entropically driven. The small and positive ∆TSC for
MeOB6OABOMe may arise from a combination of a favourable interaction
between the ether units and steric compatibility of the terminal groups. Indeed,
it is noteworthy that MeOB6OABOMe exhibits the highest melting point of this
set of materials. It may appear surprising that MeOB6OABCN exhibits a higher
TNI than MeOB6OABOMe given their respective values of ∆TSC but this suggests
that the formation of antiparallel associated pairs of MeOB6OABCN molecules
serve to enhance shape anisotropy increasing TNI. Similar behaviour was
observed for the CB6OABX dimers [64].
It is striking that the ∆TSC values tend to be negative for the MeOB6OABX
dimers and positive for the CB6OABX dimers, see Table 3. Non-symmetric
dimers containing electron rich and deficient mesogenic moieties have a
tendency to show intercalated smectic phases[18]. The driving force for the
formation of these phases is considered to be a favourable mixed core
interaction and it has been suggested that this may be an electrostatic
quadrupolar interaction between groups with quadrupole moments which are
opposite in sign [93]. Presumably it is this interaction that gives rise to the
positive values of ∆TSC seen for the CB6OABX dimers.
We now turn our attention to the role of X in promoting the NTB phase for
the MeOB6OABX dimers. The efficiency of the terminal group X in enhancing
TNTBN is:
CN > OMe > OBu > Me > Bu > Et.
This is the same trend as observed for TNI with the exception of the reversal of
Bu and Et. This may reflect the ability of Bu to pack more efficiently into the
locally intercalated arrangement of the molecules commonly observed for the
NTB phase [36]. The spread of TNI for the MeOB6OABX dimers is 50.9˚C whereas
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of TNTBN is 40.8˚C. This suggests that the overall molecular curvature arising
primarily from the hexyloxy spacer has a larger effect in determining TNTBN
whereas the terminal group, X, has a greater influence on TNI. Similar behaviour
was observed for the CB6OABX dimers [64]. For the MeOBO5OABX dimers only
MeOBO5OABCN exhibited the NTB phase, and TNTBN is 16.1˚C lower than that for
MeOB6OABCB. This reduction is consistent with that seen for the CB6OABX and
CBO5OABX dimers [64]. The absence of NTB behaviour for the remaining
MeOBO5OABX dimers presumably reflects the lowest temperatures to which
these materials could be supercooled prior to crystallisation.
If we now compare TNI for the MeOB6OABX dimers with those of the
corresponding CB6OABX dimers, the value for the latter is always greater, and
difference decreases in the order:
CN > Me > Bu > OMe > OBu .
This is consistent with the higher ∆TSC values for the CB6OABX dimers (Table 3)
suggesting a favourable specific interaction between the unlike mesogenic units,
although the spread of these differences is rather small. For X=CN TNI is 22.1˚C
higher for CB6OABCN than MeOB6OABCN, and for X=OBu the difference is
12.2˚C. The same trend is seen on comparing the TNI values for the MeOBO5OABX
and CBO5OABX dimers, although the range of differences is slightly smaller:
19.6˚C for X=CN to 10.6˚C for X=OBu, and for any given X, the difference is
smaller. This suggests that the effect X has on the shape anisotropy of the
molecule is smaller for the more linear ether-linked dimers.
The values of TNTBN are also consistently higher for the CB6OABX dimers,
although the order in which the difference decreases differs from that seen for
TNI:
Me > CN > OBu > Bu > OMe.
This reinforces the observation that terminal substituents appear to influence
TNTBN and TNI differently. The spread of the differences between the
corresponding members of each set of materials is about the same but the
absolute differences are smaller ranging from 17.6˚C (X=Me) to 6.1˚C (X=OMe). It
is noteworthy that the values of TNTBN are higher for the CB6OABX dimers
although the shapes of the two sets of dimers are very similar. This indicates that
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although a bent shape is required for the observation of the NTB phase other
factors such as the interaction strength parameters between the mesogenic units
must also be taken into account.
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